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companies are having to offer more complex - and costly-
benefits packages to entice executives to relocate overseas
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and accounting functions is well documented lt is

partly due.to the rise of the multinational and partly

due to the recent enthusiasm for re-locating

F&A functions Lo lower-wage economies

such as those in SE Asia, Cenkal

America and Central and Eastern Europe.

However, while comPanies have

slashed costs by iapping into the pools

of well{rained finance professionals

overseas, they have also needed to

relocate middle and senior management

to train and manage caPable, but

inexperienced, locals.
This large-scale relocation of middle

and senior management has presented

significant challenges. "Although cash

compensation in the local pay market

could be lower than in the home country,

it will be the benefits issues that are

paramount. Benefits market practices

inevitably vary by country," says Malcolm

Bond, head of reward at employment

consuliancy PES.
As a result, FDs have to devise new

benefits packages that will keep the

relocating executive happy, without costing the

company too much, or generating resentment

among executives elsewhere in the organisation.

Achieving this across a range of benefits, in dozens

of countries around the world, is not easy For

some, it is even becoming a major disincentive to

relocating staff.
The complexity of the issue depends on the

number of benefits the executive enjoys and how

difierent ihe two countries are, in terms of living

standards and taxation regimes. Whether it is hard

benefits, such as company cars, health insurance'

childcare and mobile phones, or soft benefits such

as flexible working, each one must be carefully

considered and adapted to ensure its value is

retained in the new country.
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Getting it right is vitally imporlant. "lt's a

candidates' market when i.t comes to high-level

financial roles. Salaries are high, business ts

competitive and a well-qualified finance

professional can cherry-pick the best jobs. For an

employer competing for a candidate, benefits can

make the difference between winning and losing,"

says Diane Smith, business development manager
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at reward consultancy Northgate HR.

To take.just one examPle, Pension
provision is a frequent cause for concern

among finance executives relocating overseas.

They need to know about pension provision in their

new country and how pension contributions from

their employer will affect their tax status. They need

to know if there are any local limits on their

contributions. lf they are nearing retirement, they

may be concerned about the currency in which the

pension will be Paid.
Julian Webb, executive director at Fidelity

International, outlines the solution that his company

provides, "The only way to do it is to remove the

pension from the location and not worry about

local tax exemption. Often, tax breaks aren'i that

relevant to executives at this level and sometimes

employers will gross up contributions. Their funds

sit in an offshore location and they can manage

them online from anywhere in the world. They build

up an entitlement, which they draw off at

retirement and on which they pay the local taxes

for wherever they're based," he says.

Although this type of service is popular among

multinationals in the extraciive, finance and

pharmaceuiical industries, remarkably few finance

departments are aware of it. In the same way,

Amina Adam, an associate at law firm Morrison &

Foerster, says that companies often aren't aware

of the imporlance of carefully drafted employment

contracts in these situations.
"lt's all about working out how to get the most

favourable tax situation on benefits," she says.

"However, unless you draft employment

contracts very carefully, you can find that

someone does work for the overseas

company while in the UK, and this affects the

tax situation. So finance directors should

always get these contracts drafted by a lawyer

and checked by a tax advisor."
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On top of this, employees who are relocating

overseas will almost ceftainly need extra

benefits. Paul Samuel, director of financial

services at recruitment firm Sellick

Partnership, says: "Employers also

need to provide benefits that enable a

smooth transition. These include

organising and covering the cost of

shipping an employees' carto a new

location, paying for boarding school for

the employees' children and offering

flexible working oPtions."
In fact, it tends to be the executive's

family that decides whether or not to

accept an overseas role, so helPing

the spouse find a iob, providing education for

the children and so on, is essential

Clearly, there is a huge amount for a finance

director to think about in this area. ln fact, some

are concluding that the complexity and the

expense is uniustifiable and that there is a better

long-term solution. As Bob Cecil, executive director

of management consultancy Equaterra, says: "The

trend now is actually to stop relocating senior

finance staff overseas. Companies are tending to

hire local staff instead. ln many countries, the

expertise is now available, locals don't need

relocating and, in any case, in the long term it is

much better to have local managers " €
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